
SEQUENTIAL GEARBOXES

A sequential manual transmission (or sequential manual gearbox) is a non- traditional type of manual transmission used
on motorcycles and high- performance.

Running in the tracks are the selector forks, either directly, or via selector rods. User shifting through buttons
or lever does not necessarily mean that the transmission is a manual transmission. On a sequential gearbox,
you simply push the lever up for every gear change. Rowing through gears and nailing heel toe downshifts is
infinitely rewarding, and something that just makes you feel good. To fully understand the pros and cons of
running a sequential gear box, we must first understand how they work. Perceptions[ edit ] Although a
sequential manual transmission can depending on the model offer faster shift speeds and thus faster race times,
many road-car-driving enthusiasts prefer a standard manual transmission, whichâ€”with a clutch pedal and the
ability to skip gearsâ€”allows more driver input and a more traditional driving experience. With the "H"
pattern, the location of the shift lever changes, so you have to think about where to put your hand depending
on which gear you are in. Nearly all race transmissions use the sequential shift approach. This is pretty much it
though, as how the gears are chosen is completely different. The simple push-pull action of the shift
mechanism also lends itself to semi-automatic control using either hydraulic or pneumatic actuatorsâ€”a
system often referred to as paddle-shift. The full video goes into much more detail, so if you've got a few
minutes to kill, it's certainly worth a watch. Sequential manual transmissions work by providing the driver
with the ability to select the gear directly before or after the gear currently engaged. Now this next one we can
get behind. The gear shift lever is to the driver's right. With a sequential gearbox, the shift lever is always in
the same place for the next shift. Sequential gearboxes are also used in nearly all modern motorcycles as it is
too cumbersome to have a conventional H-pattern shifter and would take up too much space in the confines of
a motorcycle frame. For example, to go from 2nd to 3rd gear on the "H" pattern, you have to push the lever
up, over and up again. It sounds complicated, but when you watch the video it begins to all makes sense. For
more information on sequential transmissions and related topics, check out the links below. Twelve thousand!
Sequential For those looking for the ultimate in fast gear changes, our range of sequential gearboxes is the
logical progression from H-pattern gearboxes, offering ultra-fast gear changes through use of Quaife's proven
drum change technology. Additionally, because the clutch is not needed, you can shift faster which will help
on the road course since you spend more time accelerating and hardly any time shifting. A sequential manual
transmission is not to be confused with a "tiptronic" sort of automatic transmission. One commercial example
of this type of automatic transmission is the Tiptronic transmission. With experience among diverse vehicles,
Charles gives an enthusiastic "YES" to anything performance. Self Extracting EXE. There are four main
reasons for this preference: The sequential shift is quicker.


